ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing providers offer services according to several models which can be categorized as follows: (i) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) -this is the most basic cloud-service model, where infrastructure providers manage and offer computers (physical or virtual) and other resources, such as a hypervisor that runs virtual machines. IaaS clouds often contain additional resources such as a virtual machine disk-image marketplace with pre-installed images, raw block storage and other file or object storage, load balancing, IP addresses and VLANs. Providers supply these resources on-demand from their large pools of computers installed in their datacenters; (ii) Platform as a Service (PaaS) -these providers deliver a computing platform, including an operating system, programming language execution environment, database and web server. Developers can develop and run their software applications on the cloud platform without the cost and/or complexity of buying and managing their own server farms to match application demand. Software as a Service (SaaS) -such providers install and operate application software in the cloud and cloud users access the software from cloud clients. Cloud users do not manage the infrastructure nor the platform on which their application runs. Load balancers distribute the workload over the set of allocated virtual machines. The load balancing is transparent to the end user, who only sees one entry point to the application. This model has the potential to reduce IT operational costs by outsourcing maintenance of hardware and software to a provider, enabling the reallocation of IT operation costs to other goals. world. From the over 600 IT professionals that responded to the survey, 50% see hybrid cloud as their ideal platform, and private cloud is second with 29%. When asked about hosting types, respondents preferred third party (56%) over on premise (41%). A good representation of the market could be seen by the data gathered in the survey. Respondents of the survey are most likely to deploy web applications (73%) and enterprise applications (54%) in the cloud. They are most likely to use Paas and IaaS types of service. It is interesting to note that Storage-as-a-Service and Database-as-a-Service have risen, and this relates to the impact of Big Data technologies in cloud environments.
Cloud computing is already a part of our everyday life, and there is so much data produced by humans and their machines. As the technology evolves, new kind of innovative usages can be invented. These new capabilities are the motivation for developing even better cloud infrastructures (Rajkumar Buyyaa, 2009) , (Michael Armbrust, 2009 ).
There are some concepts to create one more abstraction layer above infrastructure cloud providers, such as (David Cunha, PaaS Manager: A Platform-as-a-Service Aggregation, 2014). Some of these offer standard APIs (David Cunha, A Platform-as-a-Service API Aggregator, 2013), while others try to avoid vendor lock in situations (Kolb S., 2014) . These approaches are important in creating a standard cloud platforms, but it is hard to integrate innovative ideas and their implementations.
One of the most critical part in cloud computing in general is security issues. The cloud technology is relativly new, and it has to gain the trust of its users (Yanpei Chen, 2010) . The nature of it makes it hard, because in many cases the user doesn't know where or how the data is stored. The cloud is used by many users at the same time and the providers responsibility to make sure that the applications can't affect each other without permission (Luis Rodero-Merinoa, 2012 ).
The aim of this chapter is present an overview of the state-of-the-art Platform-as-a-Service solutions that are used to develop applications over clouds. We investigate and give an overview of the capabilities of the most advanced providers: what levels of developer experience they offer, how they follow recent trends in cloud application development, what types of APIs, developer tools they support and what web GUIs they provide. Primary sources for this investigation are public documentation of the relevant tools, research publications and trial or demo versions where applicable. Developer experience has been measured by creating and executing sample applications with some of these PaaS tools.
There are many PaaS solutions nowadays, therefore we tried to select the most popular ones that are used by many developers and has stood the test of time. But we wanted to include some relatively new providers because of their innovative or specialized features. Some solutions were sorted out because of the instability and unacceptable quality.
The main challenge we identified during our research is that it is difficult to objectively compare providers belonging to the same category, as they are offering or providing not exactly the same set of services. Providers can advertise such qualities that may not be available or measurable compared to other providers. Therefore we followed the idea that there may be a difference between the feature that the user or developer experiences, and the features the providers advertise. Comparison data may be subjective and biased because of this, but we tried to remain as objective as possible. Similar research efforts have been performed in previous years by others (Pivotal, 2014) , (Rimal, Choi, & Lumb, 2009) , (Hoefer & Karagiannis, 2010) .
The structure of the chapter is as follows: in Section 2 we give an overview of general PaaS providers and present a classification of their main properties both in theory and in practice. Section 3 introduces and compares providers specialized in mobile support. Section 4 summarizes our findings with a discussion, and Section 5 concludes the chapter.
Apcera Continuum
Apcera (Apcera Continuum, 2015) is a startup company, launched in 2012, and was founded by some of the architects of CloudFoundry. Apcera Continuum lets companies create, run, manage applications in ways that conform to security and governance policies. Continuum works with a cloud based on onpremise servers and hybrid environments. It's aiming to provide a way to build and deploy applications with IT policies factored in from the start, and to apply policies and governance to existing applications as well. Continuum blends the models of IaaS, PaaS, SaaS but overlays them all with technology that handles policy. Single, Apcera's vision of the future is an operating system for hybrid cloud, which they call Hybrid Cloud Operating System. Hybrid Cloud OS is in development at the time of writing.
Google App Engine
Google App Engine (Google App Engine, 2015) is a cloud computing platform for developing and hosting web applications. Applications that are run in the system are sandboxed, and run across multiple Google-managed servers. App Engine offers automatic scaling for web applications, automatically allocates more resources for the application to handle additional demand. App Engine supports a wide variety of programming languages such as: Python, Java (and by extension Groovy, JRuby, Scala, Clojure), Go, PHP, and many web frameworks. App Engine provides infrastructure to make it easy to write scalable applications, but can only run a limited range of applications designed for their infrastructure. App Engine requires developers to use only its supported languages, APIs and frameworks. By default data is stored in a BigTable non-relational database, and applications that require a relational database will not run on App Engine without modifications such as Google Cloud SQL. Some developers expressed worries that their applications will not be portable from App Engine and fear being locked into the technology. To address these concerns, a number of open-source projects have appeared to create backends for the various proprietary APIs of App Engine, such as AppScale.
Microsoft Azure
Azure (Microsoft Azure, 2015 ) is a Cloud computing platform, which allows developers to publish web applications running on different frameworks, written in different programming languages such as any .NET language, node.js, php, Python and Java. Azure Web Sites supports a website creation wizard that can be used to create a blank site or use one of the several pre-configured sites. Developers can add or modify content of the website via multiple deployment methods: TFS, FTP, CodePlex, GitHub, Dropbox, Bitbucket, Mercurial or git. Developers can select the place where their website will be hosted from several Microsoft data centers around the globe. Azure Traffic Manager routes traffic manually or automatically between websites in different regions. Web sites are hosted on IIS 8.0, running on a custom version of Windows Server 2012.
Amazon Web Services
Amazon Web Services (Amazon Web Services, 2015) is a collection of services that make up a cloud computing platform, which are based on 11 geographical regions across the world. The most central and well-known services are Amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) and Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service). The products are offered to large and small companies as a service to provide large computing capacity faster and cheaper than the client company building and maintaining an actual physical server farm. The simplest way to get an application up and running on AWS. The service automatically handles the details such as resource provisioning, load balancing, scaling and monitoring. On can create applications in PHP, Java, Python, Ruby, node.js, .NET, Go or in a Docker container that runs on an application server with a database. An environment using the default settings will run a single Amazon EC2 micro instance and an Elastic Load Balancer. Additional instances will be added if needed, to handle any peaks in workload or traffic. Each Amazon EC2 instance is build from an Amazon Machine Image which can be an Amazon Linux AMI or an Amazon Windows Server 2008 R2 AMI by default.
Mendix
Mendix (Mendix, 2015) is a Netherlands based enterprise application platform company, which has developed a PaaS product called the Mendix App Platform. The platform allows the users and developers to build, integrate and deploy web and mobile applications. The Mendix App Platform uses a visual, model-driven software development approach. Mendix is also a member of the Cloud Foundry Foundation. The company plans to evolve the open source standard as well as integrate the PaaS framework of Cloud Foundry with its own rapid app platform as a service. The rapid app platform as a service methodology prioritizes speed and agility and utilizes a "no code" principle. Using visual models simplifies app creation and migration and allows business users more insight and more direct participation in the development process. This method reduces the time to market of the app significantly.
Services and applications in the Mendix App Platform are oriented towards collaboration. Mendix offers a Community Edition of the app platform, which bring application development tools to a wider audience ranging from individual developers to large teams and companies. Recently Mendix made major enhancements to the Mendix App Platform, such as reducing time, cost and effort for app development and mobile application development. Mobile features include pre-defined layouts for smartphone, tablet and desktop user interfaces.
CloudControl
CloudControl (CloudControl, 2015) is a programming language agnostic PaaS service based in Germany. Its officially supported development languages are Java, PHP, Python and Ruby, and the services use the open buildpack API developed originally by Heroku. Pricing is based on usage. Computing containers are billed in Boxes per hour, where one Box is similar in power to a Dyno with Heroku, with the notable difference that it can answer two requests simultaneously. CloudControl features deployments that enable separate versions of the application (e.g. development, staging, testing, live). A role based permission system is provided to authenticate multiple developers to work on the same application.
AppScale
AppScale (AppScale, 2015) began as a research project at the University of California. It is an open source computing platform that deploys and scales unmodified Google App Engine applications over public and private cloud systems and on-premise clusters or a hybrid of these systems. The service is modeled on the App Engine APIs and supports Python, Go, PHP and Java languages. They are in close partnership with Google. One of the goals of AppScale is to make the applications of the developers truly mobile, to provide a way to migrate or fail over apps to another cloud or the developer's own servers if needed. It minimizes the problem of vendor lock-in. They aim to provide developers with a rapid API-driven development platform that can run applications on every cloud infrastructure.
AppScale uses many open source components and APIs such as Cassandra for data and blob storage, memcached, RabbitMQ for queueing, ejabberd for messaging, etc. AppScale can be run on the Google App Engine and in the Amazon Web Services cloud.
Deis
Deis (Deis, 2015) is a lightweight application platform that deploys and scales Twelve-Factor apps as Docker containers across a cluster of CoreOS machines. The Twelve-Factor app is a methodology for building modern applications that can be scaled across a distributed system. It provides a lightweight PaaS with a Heroku-inspired workflow (Twelve-Factor app, 2015) . Deis creates the applications as Docker images, which are distributed across the cluster as Docker containers. It uses CoreOS, a minimal linux distribution that can be run and hosted everywhere, public or private, bare metal or virtualized. It uses Git as the main version control system, the developers can deploy new content with a simple "git push". It is free and open source.
BlueMix
IBM's latest cloud software is the BlueMix platform (Bluemix, 2015) , which is using the CloudFoundry opensource PaaS project. It's an implementation of the IBM's Open Cloud Architecture. Bluemix delivers enterprise-level services that can easily integrate with your cloud applications without you needing to know how to install or configure them. For developers, Bluemix further optimizes the time you spend creating cloud application. For organizations, it provides a cloud platform that requires very little in-house technical know-how as well as cost savings.
PaaS comparison categories
We compared the PaaS providers based on the following categories: o APIs -Providers may offer some public API endpoints for the developer to interface their own application with. Different interfaces can be used for parts of the service. o Command Line Interface -Most of the providers offer a Command Line Interface for managing the service. These can vary wildly in quality and usability. o Git -Nowadays Git is the most used distributed version control system. How (and how well) is git used with the service? Is it used to deploy or push newer versions of the application?  Deployment -Points in this category are about the deployment of the service and the containers used / promoted by the provider. o Backend type -The big providers ( Google, Microsoft, Amazon ) have their own server farms that run the PaaS applications. In contrast, smaller providers host their services on Amazon servers, by using their own PaaS solution on top of the IaaS provided by Amazon. o Container solution -Containers are the building blocks of PaaS services. In the age of virtualization, some different container types have appeared. One of the main container technologies is Docker, which many of the providers support. Other providers may use a different kind of method, or have a system based on Docker. o Supported containers -If the provider supports more types of containers, that might be beneficial for developers, because they might not need to rewrite their application for a new container solution.  Integration -Some providers may offer solutions for managing the users of the application, (e.g. a registry form, login pages, errors, and user management interfaces for administrators).
o User registry -Adding, registering, managing, removing users in the application, and managing the details of the users. o Authentication / Authorization -Methods, granularity of managing the access of users to content/data. o Security -Security of users and user data.  SLAs -Providers agree on some levels of service that is definitely provided by them. This could be imposed on uptime, scaling, performance, some kind of support for paying tiers of service, etc.
o Availability / HA -The type and amount of availability guaranteed by the provider. High Availability may be available for redundancy, switching over to other servers when one node goes down in the system. o Reliability -How many and what size outages happened in the last few years of service? o Horizontal scalability -The process of allocating more nodes to serve a growing number of requests on the application. o Vertical scalability -The process of adding more resources ( more processing power, more memory, more disk) to a node. o Horizontal and vertical scalability may also depend on the application itself.  Datastores -If the provider offers any kind of data storage methods, that are mentioned here.
o Relational ( SQL ), NoSQL, Key-value, Documents, etc. -The provider may offer different types of data storage, with different backends and APIs.  Programming models -The more different languages and frameworks a provider supports, the more potential customers it might attract. o Programming languages -Amount and type of supported programming languages available for developers to use for writing their applications. o Frameworks -Providers might support web frameworks, which may be pre-installed or easily installed from some kind of marketplace of the provider.  Management -Managing the events and availability of the service can be done on many levels, they are aggregated in this category. o Logging -Different levels and methods exist for logging different types of events or activities. Logs can be accessed in many different ways, there are some standard methods and frameworks (e.g. LogStash, etc.), which provide easy access and different search parameters and functions to find the relevant data.
o Monitoring -Monitoring the quality of the service and the application is an important aspect of the user and developer experience. Alerts can be sent out if different servicebased failure criteria are met, developers and administrators can be notified. Monitoring is usually available as self service monitoring for the free and lower tier users, and enterprise grade monitoring might be available for higher tier customers.  Misc. -Any other criteria that could not be fitted in their own group is mentioned here.
o Open source -It might be important for a developer to know if the source of any parts of the provider solution is available. o Marketplace -More and more providers offer an in-house marketplace of selected, preassembled containers or software images, made by the PaaS provider or even other developers.
Features in categories (where applicable) were measured, aggregated and ranked on the following scale:
In our comparison 2  2  2  2  2  3  2  2  2  1  2   Security  3  2  2  2  2  2  1  1  2  1  2   SLAs  Availability -HA na  2  1  3  3  3  1  1  1  2  2   Reliability  1  2  3  3  3  3  2  2  2  2  2   Vertical  scalability   na  3  3  1  3  3  2  3  3  3  3   Horizontal  scalability   na  3  3  3  3  3  2  3  3  3  3 Datastores 
PaaS Workflow of developer roles
The basic developer roles and their connections in PaaS application development is depicted in Figure  1 . In general, after the Authentication the user can Edit, Run or Monitor applications. In the authentication part the user can register or login and then use the features of the given PaaS system depending on the user's role and permissions.
After the authentication in the Edit part, the user can create a new application in the system or use an existing one. The source code can be edited, the runtime is automatically recognised by the system. The dependencies can be modified by language specific ways, usually Java has maven pom files, Ruby use a Gemfile, in Python there is a requirements text file, while in Node.js a package.json, and so on. The execute types and commands can be added to the application, but some defaults are recognised by the system. For example in Ruby on Rails, it's typically rails server, in Django it's python <app>/manage.py runserver, and in Node.js it's the main field in package.json. Some configuration variables can be added, these are good for make different settings for instances running the same code, for example add credential keys. The addons can provide extra functionality and services like logging, performance monitoring, data storage, etc.
Figure 1. Basic developer roles
The other option for the authenticated user is to run the application. The first thing is to deploy the application, this usually made with a VCS or with direct upload, the PaaS system recognises the runtime and the dependencies and builds the application. With the recognised or given execute commands the user can select one and run it on the cloud. With starting more instances the application can be scaled, for example starting more web frontend instances the application can handle more visitors with the help of a load balancer. To handle more workload some worker instances can be started. To provide high availability is done with the same way. If there is an issue with the latest release of the application, the user can use the rollback feature to restore a previous version. It's useful to have more versions of the application, for example a stable release for production, an unstable beta version with new features to demonstrate, and some developer versions for testing.
The monitoring part is interesting for managers and testers too, not just for developers. The system events and the application logs can be seen for debugging purposes. The application's performance can be analysed, and for example with the list of the running instances types and numbers the application's scalability can be diagnosed. The ssh and other type of connection with a running instance is useful for debugging or run one-time bugfix scripts. Every PaaS provider has its own tools and methods to provide these general features to the users.
The transitions between the main states (Edit, Run, Monitor) are shown with arrows. These sate changes should be imagined like an iterational application development workflow. For example after implementing a feature the developer deploys the application, and if it fails, based on the logs we can go back to the Edit state, otherwise the Monitor state can be used to analyse the application behaviour, for example the ability to scale. After drawing the conclusions, based on the performance, we can go back again to the Edit state to fix some noticed problems, or change the number of the running instances for further investigation or testing.
We took these identified roles into account for our practical investigation of the most widespread PaaS providers by developing and running a sample application for all of them. We introduce our experiences in the next subsection.
Experiences of PaaS application development with the main providers
In order to study PaaS provider's developer experience from the practical side, we decided to create a simple web application and deploy it to different platforms to see what the biggest providers offer nowadays. We addressed the following providers: Azure (Microsoft Azure, 2015) , Heroku (Heroku, 2015) , OpenShift (OpenShift, 2015) and Continuum (Apcera Continuum, 2015) . We also spent some considerable time with Cloud Foundry (CloudFoundry, 2015), but it was so instabile that we couldn't get any proper work done with it. We desided to use BlueMix (Bluemix, 2015) which is strongly based on Cloud Foundry. There were some hindering issues at the beginning, but with each modification that had to be done in order to get an application working at a certain provider, the application became better, more resilient and, in many cases, more convoluted.
We decided to create our application in Python and Node.js (Node.js, 2015) , therefore two versions of the same album application were made. While it is not exactly meant for real life use, it aims to make use of various PaaS functionalities. During our tests some of the provider's services have changed, e.g. Azure ruining its interface even harder, requiring a credit card number even for the free services, and Heroku imposing an obligatory 6 hour sleep on free accounts.
Our test application is a fairly basic image hosting service. Its components are:
 Website: for managing image uploads, comments and albums. The Node version also utilises websockets.  Worker: for resizing images and uploading them to a storage.
Our main aim was to separate the website and the worker instances as much as possible, making them independently scalable, but still connected, either through sharing the same code and services. The application has the following requirements:
 A Relational database for storing image, user and album data. While MongoDB (MongoDB, 2015) is more popular Node users we still opted for RDBMS's in order to share the database between both Python and Node versions. We're using ORM's in both implementations, for both comfort and practical reasons.  A Redis server for acting as a basic message queue, a session store and sharing the image processing status through basic keys and/or pubsub.  A MongoDB server was needed when using the Celery version of the Python worker because it consumed most Redis providers' connection quota.  Some kind of blobstore to store the images themselves. Current supported backends are Azure, Cloudinary (Cloudinary, 2015) (both with their own SDKs) and local file system, the latter can be used for NFS too.
In both implementations the workers are using the ImageMagick (ImageMagick, 2015) library in one way or another, which gave some complications. When we ran into issues with either of these aforementioned services given by the PaaS providers themselves, we used some third party hosts who offer services even outside of PaaS providers' reach, like: Redis4You, 2015) for Redis, ClearDB, 2015) for MySQL, and  Cloudinary for blob storage (which is an odd one out since it features its own API).
This approach was most necessary on Azure, when all MSSQL libraries on both platforms were unusable and registering a Redis and any other database required a credit card. When everything else failed or we felt were very slow, we hosted them on localhost for local testing or in an Azure based Linux VM.
Concerning general deployment isseus, every popular web based PaaS provider offers git support. The way they are handling it is more or less uniform, such as following the deployment messages during the push, being able to revert previous revisions through the web interface and such. The biggest difference between them is the way of authentication, but this is really just a minor detail. Azure requires authentication through git itself, while OpenShift and Heroku have their own tools. A minor issue we had was that most of their git repos weren't empty when creating new apps, but contained a sample application. Whenever we started a new app we had to create and empty local repo, add the one given by the PaaS provider as a remote, delete everything, add the remote to our project's local repo, pull it again and finally push it to deploy it. Azure can give an empty repo, so one can skip this drudgery. Sharing the same repository was perfectly doable, the differences of the different platforms were only had to be taken into account during the credential setup stage.
As mentioned before, some cases we had to use third party services. A lot of PaaS providers have marketplaces, where users can bind services to their applications with different pricing packages that are included in the user's subscription. Most of the time the services work as expected, without any major restrictions or special connection parameters. There are of course some exceptions. A lot of Redis providers require to have the "ready check" parameter disabled. A lot of the require passwords, which cannot be passed through connections strings with some bindings, such as Node's node-redis (noderedis, 2015). Azure's Microsoft hosted Redis service requires SSL by default, which can be turned off. A lot of these only can be accessed from the PaaS providers network, not from outside, such as the developer's system. While this is perfectly understandable, for some operations the using the REPL from the app's shell isn't always feasible. This came apparent to us while we were trying to get rid of same MySQL tables but because of the foreign key constraints we couldn't. A SET foreign_key_checks=0; (MySQL table deletion workaround, 2015) instruction could've spared us a lot of headaches. Azure gets around this issue with being able to add single IP exceptions to its database firewall and OpenShift by supplying a phpMyAdmin (phpMyAdmin, 2015) interface. Adding command line clients to the app shell could be also a nice solution.
Regarding language-specific requirements, in the Python 3 version a lot of useful libraries were not ported yet, such as the majority of the Memcache (Memcache, 2015) ones for caching, gevent (gevent, 2015) for setting up a lightweight server to get around health checks, protobuf (Protocol Buffer, 2015) for precise data formating or supervisord (Supervisord, 2015) for process management. Therefore we had the following additional requirements:
 RDBMS: it's handled through the SqlAlchemy ORM, due to most service providers shipping with different database services by default (Continuum and Heroku with PostgreSQL (PostgreSQL, 2015), Azure with MSSQL, 3rd party free MySQL hosts) and it also has an amazing migration framework.  A Redis server for communication between the worker and the website. It can also double as the message queue when the connection count constraints allow it.  A MongoDB indirectly through PyMongo (PyMongo, 2015) , because only Celery is using it.  A storage backend to store images, since most service providers don't have any support for permanent file storage. It currently supports o local storage: as basic file operations o Azure blobstore: Microsoft's own SDK worked fine o Cloudinary: their own SDK (Cloudinary SDK for Python, 2015) worked fine
For image processing we originally used the Pillow (Pillow, 2015) library, as used by many Python developers, however installing it was not really user friendly, so we switched to Wand (Wand, 2015) , an ImageMagick based solution. In the end we called convert (convert, 2015)directly on Continuum.
Concerning the Node.js version, creating the application was way less difficult than the Python one. The basic idea of communicating through environment variables of these modern PaaS services stayed the same, aside from them variable names themselves other thing didn't have to be changed. The application structure stayed the same, the following libraries were used:
 Website: We opted for Express 4 (Express, 2015) as every other Node developer. Its session store makes use of Redis as a backend. It notifies the client of the image processing status in realtime through websockets using the Socket.io (Socket.io, 2015) library.  Worker: The same BLPOP queue applies here too. Invoked as an external process from the website through forever. It also starts its own HTTP server through the default http (Node.js, 2015) module to fool the health check.  Requirements:  Database: Uses Sequelize as the ORM for the same reasons, as it was already behind an Sqlite, MySQL and PostgreSQL database.  Redis: Had some issues with the authentication since most hosts require passwords and by default our localhost Redis instance didn't. Passing the password in callbacks isn't a beautiful sight using the "redis" library. In addition, the Redis connection's ready check setting had to be disabled on external services, which we wouldn't have guessed by ourselves.  Storage: We used easyimage to resize the images, which is an ImageMagick backed solution.
For uploading, Cloudinary's and Azure's API worked as expected.
In the following we detail our experiences with the concerned providers.
OpenShift
In a nutshell during Node deployment, it did what it promised, we didn't have any issues with it. With Python however we ran into a major issue in the early stages of deployment, namely it refused to install packages from requirements.txt, which was a major stumbling block. It seems like a bug, but since it hasn't been fixed on such a large system from a long time makes us this otherwise. The SSO links on the dashboard to the 3rd party services rarely ever worked. Fortunately every information we needed was in environment variables. What we really like was that there was nano on its SSH shell. Scalability is not exactly streamlined, one has to choose whether he wants to scale its app or not when creating it, conversion between these two types isn't possible.
Heroku
Its application-scaling was very close to how we imagined separating the worker and the web application. They use the same repository, they are independently scalable, and share the same 3rd party services. Initial start-up commands are taken from Foreman's Procfile (Foreman and Procfile, 2015) , to save an extra step after deployment. It recently also started its own Redis service (Heroku hosted Redis, 2015) , which offers bigger storage that any other competitors for free of charge (20MB vs 10MB).
Azure
Since applications in this platform use Windows operating systems, some major modifications were necessary on some parts of our application. The administration website was generally slow. It provides a web based Powershell shell, but on the only occasion we felt it was necessary to use, it failed to work: we wanted to download a somewhat big archive to extract some DLL's from it, but its HTTP download command refused to run because Internet Explorer wasn't configured yet. It provides a Web Job (Azure Web Job, 2015) abstraction, which allows setting up recurring tasks as: (i) one shot, (ii) scheduled and (iii) continuously running tasks, which was somewhat what we were looking for while designing the worker setup. While we managed to get it working, it required a lot of work and a lot of language specific workarounds. To be specific, sharing libraries between the web app and the Web Job is a hard task.
It's rich with self hosted and third party services. We only used the blobstore through the Azure SDK (Azure SDK for Python, 2015) , (Azure SDK for Node, 2015) , because the message queue had a really small message size limit, making it unfit for the application. The MSSQL server it provides would've been also a good candidate for testing, but none of the ORM's we used (Sequelize (Sequelize, 2015) and SQLAlchemy (SQLAlchemy, 2015)) were supporting it at all. With the previous three sharing services between different apps weren't necessary, resulting in multiple registrations on the same email address to the same service.
Continuum
The way it can share and bind services between applications turned out to be really useful, while the distinction between services and providers is not really trivial at first. While it's a matured and well documented system, We've met some bizarre behaviors while checking it out. The handling of NFS volumes can be tricky. We don't really understand what has been happening, but occasionally some mounted volumes work, sometimes don't and sometimes they even terminate apps. This approach sometimes worked, sometimes it did not. When it did not work, we experience either of the following:
The app refuses to start, but ssh-ing into it shows, that the volume has been mounted, or not event sshing works anymore.
The app never starts again, even after unbinding and deleting the NFS services and providers. The way that we could get it to work again was to delete the application and recreate it. There weren't any proper error messages and the logs yielded nothing. We had to start a dummy HTTP server on the worker processes in order to fool the health check, since it was communicating only through Redis with the outside world and wasn't serving a website. The lack of text editors really take away from the SSH's usefulness, resulting in regular redeploys in the application's infant state, which of course in lengthened by the fact, that staging redownloads every single dependency during each deployment.
Cloud Foundry
We tried installing Cloud Foundry through the bosh-lite (Bosh-lite, 2015) based method, but it failed most of the times with a different error every week. These errors ranged from missing deployment manifest files, malconfigured default nginx configurations to dying connections during blob downloads. We eventually gave it up when VM snapshots couldn't be restored without the virtual network cards dying. There were short periods when it was working, but after additional efforts to make it more usable, such as installing 3rd party service packs for MySQL and Redis, it refused to work anymore and even restoring snapshots couldn't save it.
IBM BlueMix
Persistence had to be handles with special care, because it does not provide any blobstore service so far. Our app uses the following two solutions: -MongoDB's GridFS feature to store files alongside the database, and -Cloudinary, a 3rd party service reachable through an API using a Node.js package that specializes in media storage
The only Bluemix (or rather Cloud Foundry) specific step was to read the application's host and port from an environment variable, and the application was ready to start. Imagemagick was installed on the app's container by default, so we cloud use it easily. Websockets were also supported outside-the-box.
IBM offers a marketplace for self-hosted and 3rd party services on its marketplace, just like many other PaaS providers. There are ones hosted by IBM itself, including in beta services such as message queues. Since IBM has interest in a company called Compose.io, their services are also plugged into the catalog, including free ones. To access these, however, one must provide his credit card number. And thirdly, there are few third party providers.
For the original application we needed a Redis server, an SQL server and optionally a MongoDB server. We selected Redis since it could be replaceable with MongoDB. We decided to do so, when we've seen that the Compose.io provided Redis servers required additional service registration.
We also needed an SQL database. IBM provided one without any sorts of obligations: a DB2 service. Since there were no drivers for Sequelize, we did use it. Aside from the Compose.io services, there were also some popular third party ones: ClearDB for MySQL and ElephantSQL for Postgres. We used another ClearDB account from another test, because at this point we have already had about 5 of those tests from other providers. We experienced the same with MongoDB; the only service in the Catalog was also from Compose.io, so we had to use a previously created MongoLab account.
Docker containers created within Bluemix can also be bound as services, which are also visible through environment variables.
The deployment process went really smoothly. The only prerequisite it required was CloudFoundry's cf command line tool. One can deploy either through this tool or through a git repository. To test the deployment, we have chosen the command line method, which only required running a single command the the application's directory after the necessary authentication.
No real special preparations were needed for deployment aside from specifying the required Node version in package.json, which installed the newest version without a hitch. During our test we uploaded the application without the Node.s package folder. Those were also downloaded during installation and cached for further deployments.
The Dashboard provides the essential functions for managing an application, such as editing its description, managing the instance numbers, allocating resources, binding services through the Catalog, managing routes, settings environment variables and browsing logs in real time.
A feature we missed however was settings in its start command. This has to be done either though the (optional) Cloud Foundy manifest file, through a Procfile (only the web field is taken into account), or by the application's running environment (eg. in Node.js's case, the npm run command in package.json)
Bluemix's documentation clearly states that they do not support Heroku's dyno system, meaning that there cannot be two different processes running from the same codebase in different containers. Instead, they suggest uploading the same application into a duplicate app dedicated to the task.
Health checks are done frequently by checking if the application's accepting connections. This means that an app has to have a port open, even if it does not communicate directly.
By the time we evaluated Bluemix, strating an ssh connection into an app's container did not work from command line. On the other hand, they have a web based file browser on the dashboard, however this only supports viewing files.
Docker image can be deployed and bound to apps. To manage these we need to install the appropriate cf plugin, which assumes that Docker is also installed on the developer's machine.
Developer experience comparisons Table 1 shows a comparison of the PaaS providers we encountered based on the differences we found between them based on the experiences of both platforms.
We used the following expressions in the table:
 Shareable service: In some cases binding the same service to different applications can be useful. A method that doesn't involve sharing the connection string directly by hand can make deployment somewhat easier in special cases.  Websocket support: A lot of web applications rely on real-time communication through websockets.  Cached packages: Most packages stash already installed packages away when redeploying the application, making the process way faster.  Multiple independent instances of the same app: For the lack of better wording. Giving some sort of abstraction to run the same code on different environments independently from each other can make the maintenance easier.  Git revertable from web: Following the deployment status and reverting mistakes in cases when using Git isn't an option. 
CHARACTERISING PAAS PROVIDERS WITH MOBILE SUPPORT
MBaaS (MBaaS wikipedia, 2015) (Mobile Backend as a Service) or also known as BaaS (Backend as a Service) is a cloud category. Pre-built cloud hosted components helps the mobile application and web developers to easily have features like data storing, user management, push notification and connection with social media networks. The applications and the backend can be linked with SDKs (Software Development Kits) and APIs (Application Programming Interface).
There are many MBaaS providers in the market with different type of MBaaSs. Two big category is the open source solutions and a non-open source backends. The targeted applications can be different too.
There are providers to help startups, simple application developers, game developers with fast and easy development and deployment and the capability to scale. There are solutions for enterprises where it is important the integration capability with other systems and the security.
The list of the examined solutions in this paper are not complete, there were some projects with not acceptable quality that are sorted out. We considered the popularity of the provider in the selection process, but the list contains some new, but innovative solutions too, in these cases the beta state is not a reason to sort out, the vision of the product is remarkable.
Overviewed MBaaS providers

Google
The Google MBaaS's (Google Mobile Cloud Platform, 2015) biggest advantage is that many cloud services can be used, the server or cloud side is really great. There are some specialized services, for example the image processing service, and some general propose ones like Compute Engine. The storage part is advanced too, plus the big data processing is not a problem. The responsible service for the cloud and client connection is the Google Endpoints (Google Endpoints, 2015) , which is just an extension to generate client side SDKs. The SDK is ok, because it can handle custom cloud calls, but requires too much coding.
Parse
Parse (Parse, 2015) is really great in the SDKs, it has many SDKs and they are efficient ones. The Android SDK is not just a REST call wrapper, it helps the developers with extra features like push notification for devices without Google Cloud Messaging (Kindle) and there is a library for UI elements to help the login implementation. It has a feature to save the data the next possible time when there is connection. The SDK gives sync and async options for every method. It supports mobiles (iOS, Android, Windows Phone, Xamarin, Unity), desktop and web apps (OS X, Windows, JavaScript, PHP) and embedded devices (Arduino, embedded C). The documentation is examplary and the admin site is really simple and useful with many features. The weakness is the lack of integration with enterprise databases and applications, this is the reason why it's not a good choice for business application developers. The CLI deployment method is not user-friendly. All of the SDKs are opensource projects. Parse support the Internet of Things, meaning different sensors can send data to the cloud and can recive push notifications. Beside the general embed C SDK there are some manufacturer specific SDKs integrated (like Intel).
Backendless
Backendless (Backendless, 2015) has an advantage of letting it host on own or hybrid cloud systems. The most special feature is the media streaming, but this is just for iOS platform. There are some scenarios for working with live or recorded media for example: live video/audio broadcast, recording video/audio content on the server, video/audio chat, video/audio playback for live and on-demand content. Versioning is another great feature, this way the developers can work on a development version next to a stable release.
Amazon
Amazon (Amazon Mobile, 2015 ) is a PaaS provider, and they have many "blocks" to build applications with. This lets more general usage, but not so many details, that could make the developer's job easier. With the 3 main components (Cognito (User management), Mobile Analytics and Simple Notification Service) the mobile solution is a good piece for the whole Amazon cloud offering. Still not for enterprise, because the lack of integration and security.
Firebase
Firebase (Firebase, 2015) offers a secure, real-time, cloud-hosted, NoSQL database with a login service. This solutions is specialized for low latency. Many features missing, some basics too like push notification and integration, but surprisingly great applications can be written with it, the sample apps greatly demonstrates it. 
Strongloop -LoopBack
The top features are the modularity, enterprise connectivity, API Explorer, generators, client SDKs. It has some not basic features like geolocation search. StrongLoop Arc is a great tool to visually edit, deploy, and monitor LoopBack (Loopback, 2015) apps.
UserGrid
Apache Usergrid (UserGrid, 2015) is currently undergoing Incubation at the Apache Software Foundation. It already has many basic and not so basic MBaaS features, and it has a potential to be a great solution.
Helios
The Heroku MBaaS solution Helios (Helios, 2015) is in beta stage. The main disadvantage is that the only supported client platform is the iOS. But the the support of this only platform is great, it has some not basic features like In-App Purchases, Passbook, Newsstand, Logging and Analytics, A/B testing.
We also compared the overviewed PaaS providers with MBaaS support. In our comparison table, if a property is measured by a number, the number can have 3 different levels. 0 means the provider has not implemented this feature or doesn't work. 1 means the feature is usable and it's on the same level as the average. 2 means the provider implemented it in an outstanding way.
Comparison of MBaaS providers
We compared the PaaS providers based on the following categories:
 Price: This category isn't really detailed, just indicates that what kind of prices have the product. It can be time or function limited free trial, pay/month or pay/use. But it can be important, because it's a good offer for startups, but if the application has more and more users and the bandwidth is growing the bill can be extremely big.  Open source: The open source has its benefits like security, quality, customizability, etc. If it's open source, the license type is shown too.  Hosting: Some backend can be hosted on optional clouds, even on private cloud too, some others are strictly hosted by the provider, and others can have both options. The hosting can have more categories, like multi tenant or dedicated, and if a private cloud hosts the application, the deployment can be managed by the provider or it can be the developer's job.  Custom business logic: Can a developer customise the server side code? The type of the customisability can be different, it can be limited to add triggers on data modification or highly customisable when the developers can add their own api methods too.  Server side language: If the server side can be customised, it can be done in one or more languages. The support of more languages is preferred because the developers can use the language that is closer to their knowledge and fits more to the task. The reusability is an options here too.  Admin site: The admin sites main function to manage the applications. The main goal is to be simple and still usable with many features. The admin site helps the developer or the manager to browse the data, send push notifications, see the analytic results and many more.  SDKs: The number of supported platforms is important, because usually an application wants to reach as many people as it's possible with minimal effort. The most common platforms are the Android, iOS and JavaScript, but some providers has many more. The quality is more important than the quantity, it's important to be efficient with a few lines of code and still have the ability to handle custom actions.  IoT: The Internet of Things capability is a new trend, many primitive sensor can provide data, if the cloud can gether the information it can analyse it and visualise it.  Documentation: The documentations evaluated by their understability, accuracy, currency.
Usually the documentation is an online website with fresh informations about the platform.  Tutorials: The tutorials evaluated by their coverage, quality and variety. To start using the platform, it's great to have clear step-by-step instructions, and visions for other possibilities.  Sample apps: The tutorials evaluated by their realisticness, quality and variety. It's a great help for developers to see a working example with no effort, to see the complexity and usability of the provider's solution.  Storage: This is a basic functionality for MBaaS, but it can have advanced features like file storage and external DB usage capability. The offline capability is a big plus, the synchronization can be a hard task.  User management: The user management is a basic feature too, it's connected with social media networks, it's a plus if the user can use their account of other sites. Beside the social media networks, LDAP can be used or OpenID. The login and registration is a common task, so it's a good idea to support it with customisable components on the client side.  Social media networks: With the support of social media networks the users don't have to deal with the registration process. The most common social media sites are Google, Facebook and Twitter. Deeper integration is an extra, to use other features like Facebook graph search API.  Push notification: The push notification support for iOS (Apple Push Notification Service) and Android (Google Cloud Messaging), the AB testing, client to client push notification capability and other extra features are valued.  Analytics: The capability to track built-in user events like installing data, application start time and even custom events.
COMPARISON DISCUSSIONS
PaaS summary
All of the overviewed providers support the major development languages nowadays. Providers can be grouped in two categories based on their size. The bigger providers, like Google, Amazon, Microsoft, they have been in the PaaS market for some time, so they have their own solution, host on their own servers, integrate their solutions into their bigger infrastructures.
The smaller PaaS providers, (CloudControl, AppScale, Deis, Mendix, etc.) are trying to get some interesting solutions on the market, and have interesting ideas that are not available with the big providers, such as hosting on multiple cloud backends, run the PaaS service on the premise of the customer, or a new way of creating apps thereby shortening the time-to-market off the application. These smaller providers usually have their backends at larger providers, mostly at Amazon. This presents a dependency and a connection of reliability for them. If there is an outage with an IaaS provider that they use, than their product will be offline as well. Some of the providers (Mendix, AppScale) aim to provide an abstraction layer between different PaaS providers, with some kind of middleware or API system. The goal of this is to remove the dependency on a particular PaaS provider (to prevent vendor lock-in), and to make the applications more portable between providers.
Our recomandation is differs based on the goals, but in general we can say that with the Heroku provider we had really great overall experience. The Google App Engine should be considered as a good choice because of the other Google services which can be cooperated with each other, and this kind of Google ecosystem clearly has its own benefits. But every situation has different priorities, the opensourceness can be a big plus too in some cases for example.
MBaaS summary
Most of the researched MBaaS solutions have some common features, these features are the basic features, but they are still big categories. There are some extra capabilities for every feature that makes the solution special, leading in some area.
The storage is one of the basic features, it enables to store, modify, delete and load data to and from the cloud. It can have some non basic capability, like connectors to external DBs and systems, real time data sharing, offline working, data synchronization. The user management is a basic feature too, it can have extras like using other systems (LDAP, OpenID, OAtuh, FB, Google, Twitter) or the capability to "follow" other users. The social media network integration usually ends in the existing user account usage, but it can have full integration, for example the capability of using the Facebook SDK and the FB Graph API. The push notification can be used for chat messaging and A/B testing. The Analytics has key functionality to track the users and analyze them, the visualised data, and generated reports can help to accomplish these tasks. The developers are interested in crash reports, but the management probably more curious about the user behaviour. The other important feature is the server side customizability capability, which can have multiple levels, starting from database like data modification triggers to custom business logics and scheduled jobs. The most supported client side platforms are the Android, iOS and JavaScript. The support usually just a generated SDK, but it can have more, like UI components, utility modules. The viewpoint can be different, sometimes the cloud is the main thing, and the client side is just for minimal interaction and visualisation, but sometimes the client platform has the focus and the cloud side is just a helper tool. The admin site is important too, it has many features and options, but it must stay simple and user friendly.
The solutions can be categorised by the targeted developers for example. Some of them are for startups and indie developers, their goal is to create simple, fancy mobile applications as fast and efficient as possible and still with little money (at the beginning). Others are for big enterprise companies where the security, integration, analytics and monitoring are the key features. There are many PaaS providers, and much more different requirements for every project, so it isn't an easy job to deside which one is the best, but we thing that Parse is a good choice in most of the cases. It has a strong background (Facebook), evolves fast and it's really userfriendly. The Parse SDKs are all open source projects, and they are not afraid of innovation. Further looking the Google MBaaS solution is a great option considering the opportunities offered by Google. But every situation is different, if it's a small and simple project FireBase can be ideal in some cases, or BaaSBox has an adventage because of its open sourceness.
The biggest challenges are the security problems, the integrations problems and the offline working capability and the automatic data synchronization features.
SUMMARY
In this chapter we gave an overview of the state-of-the-art Platform-as-a-Service solutions that are used to develop applications over clouds. We investigated the basic capabilities of the most advanced providers: what levels of developer experience they offer, how they follow recent trends in cloud application development. Primary sources for this investigation were public documentation of the relevant tools, research publications and trial or demo versions where applicable. Developer experience was measured by creating and executing sample applications with some of these PaaS tools. We found that most of the examined providers are usable, and some of them have special strengths. We created comparison tables for highlighting the generally supported and lacking functionalities.
